
Get funding where it  
needs to be, when it  
needs to be there

Emphasize collaboration and coordination 
between agencies and leadership to 
maximize mission outcome and foster an 
environment of creativity and successful 
problem solving. 

Quickly build exhibits, schedules, and  
tables needed for your next OMB  
Budget Data Request.

Recall and re-promote the last set of 
unapproved program decreases in a prior 
budget submission with the click of a button.

Ensure apportionments and allotments  
(or advice of allotments) are automated  
and 100% seamlessly executed from 
Enactment through to funding, then added  
to your agencies financial management 
system (FMS). 

Gain greater effectiveness and efficiency in 
the collection and reporting of information 
and get your reprogramming letters to 
Congress with easy intuitive workflow that 
includes Departmental leadership and the 
Office of Management and Budget (OMB).

Easily validate that the SF132 and SF133 
are reconciled successfully, or users are 
notified of expected actions for reconciliation 
to complete successfully.

Unison’s Planning, Budgeting, and Forecasting solution shifts the tedious workload of managing change to an 
integrated, user workflow defined, machine-learning platform that offers collaboration and embraces teamwork to 
maximize mission success and minimize the administrative burden. 

PBF

■ unisonglobal.com/pbf



■ Modules

Planning, Budgeting,  
and Forecasting toolkit.
Budgeting and Acquisition modules deliver comprehensive support.

Planning, Budgeting,  
and Forecasting.
Unison’s Planning, Budgeting, and 
Forecasting (PBF) solution solves today’s 
back-office opportunities with a crisp, 
intuitive, integrated budgeting environment 
that satisfies the needs of planning, 
programming, performance, budgeting, and 
execution professionals all with the added 
insights of a forecasting and dashboarding 
capability to visually assess overall agency 
operation health.

PRISM.
Unison’s flagship PRISM module offers a 
holistic approach to acquisition lifecycle 
management and is widely recognized as 
the most powerful and intuitive contract 
writing system.  It enables acquisition 
professionals to efficiently and effectively 
complete federal acquisition tasks, in a 
compliant way, from planning through 
closeout.

Budgeting Applications.
Unison’s budgeting apps provide the 
insight necessary to deliver information to 
the budget analysts from the procurement 
community. Your financial plan forecasts can 
include contract related detailed analysis, as 
well as standard personnel compensation 
and benefits forecasting.

Insight.
Unison Insight uses the latest data-mining, 
AI, and RPA technologies to give acquisition 
teams powerful reporting and analytical 
capabilities.

■ Clients

Who uses PBF.
Budgeteers
Budgeteers (560 job series) are the power users of the Planning 
Budgeting and Forecasting Suite.  They use the suite to plan for the 
President’s Budget, forecast the baseline and policy budgets for the 
outyears, and confirm overall agency operating health. 

Program Performance & Finance Personnel
Program performance personnel (340) and finance personnel (501) 
leverage the suite when planning, programming, and performing in 
and across agencies to achieve mission success. 

Get started with Unison.
Unison helps customers make astute, effective decisions.   
Request a demo to see how we can help you.

PBF@UnisonGlobal.com 
855-817-2720

Program Management
Unison Program Management enables  
your team to easily manage CDRLs  
and configurations, track and mitigate  
risks, monitor budget and assess  
scheduling impacts.
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